110 participants

Mary Bishai introduction
Long-time DUNE collaborator
Even a fully realised DUNE does not take full advantage of the capabilities of these facilities
Would like the community to look at this as an opportunity, identify new possibilities

Laura Marini introduction
Postdoc at UC Berkeley, run coordinator for CUORE
Smaller-scale experiment, but very distinct needs 

Elaine McCluskey introduction
Senior Engineer at FNAL, involved in major neutrino experiments
LBNF project manager, been involved for the past 10 years
Plan for 4 modules for DUNE, all of which must meet DUNE physics goals
Opportunity to bring in a different technology for the 4th module

Sean Paling introduction
Interested to host future experiments, looking to expand
Hosting AIT/NEO (formerly WATCHMAN), large antinu detector for nonpro R&D
Want to host great science, international projects
Governed by geology and location, local funding to support facilities
Not just hosting, also active support
Low background techniques, material screening, Ge detectors, ICPMS etc
We should all think internationally and work together
There are enough facilities but they need expansion.  The expertise is there but it needs to grow.

Kim Palladino introduction
Worked on DM experiments at both SNOLAB and SURF
Surface facilities needed as well

Nigel Smith introduction
Exec Director at SNOLAB
Do we have a large enough community to support the underground space that we have
Don’t want to set up tension between large- and small-scale experiments
Want to support the whole community
May be a tendency to think the labs focus on large experiments, they’re trying to balance the program
Ensure provide both tech capabilities (low background assay) and scientific and project support (inc personnel)
Symbiosis between scientific community and labs
Critical need for clear communication and coordination

Bob Svoboda introduction
Involved in 5 different underground labs, over half a dozen neutrino experiments
Need to make it clear that we need the full 4 caverns for DUNE
Need to support SURF and the US contribution to the constellation of UG labs
Encourage support for people to use other labs when needed

To question time

Josh Klein: what is your sense of the challenges or opportunities for active sites vs owned sites
	e.g. SURF vs SNOLAB (owned by agency/expt vs mining company)
Cost vs care not to impact mine operations, and need for outreach.  Partnership.  Also depends on local support.

Ben Monreal: any possibility of >4850 at SURF
Some excavation ongoing, planning underway

Hugh: is the science case strongly established?
SNOLAB seems deep enough for neutrinos, cosmogenics not an issue for SNO+
Based on requests received, an extension to SNOLAB has been planned to excavate a 4th cavity
Looks like positive news for capability to host another large experiment such as Theia
At SURF: would need a new shaft to get to 7400 level, needs early socialising and planning
	Under water at present (as 4850 was at one point)
	Would be a development activity
	Part of a long-term vision for the site
Some experiments need great depth, others it is less critical

Bjoern Penning: even modest changes to current facilities would be a large overhead for a small experiment
SNOLAB: focus on large-scale experiments and cavities for long-term planning because they need more effort
	Smaller scale projects can be accommodated in existing space
	Welcome LOIs for hosting such projects
Boubly: ready to handle smaller projects, keen to support
	Larger ones require more planning
SURF: accommodated moving small experiments away from blasting for stability
Strong support for small experiments, eager to support and find space
Important for rapid turnaround of science, R&D for next-gen detectors etc

Kim: would it be helpful to have shared facilities such as vetos e.g. muon panels lining ceiling
Some labs are exploring this possibility 

Ana Machado: is there a sector concerned with healthy working environment under ground
Kim: find it to be safer than working in university labs
	Takes longer, more rules and regulations
	Often a longer day
	Great technical support staff
Nigel: sometimes you forget you’re underground
	Need to take care of that since there is a delay for getting urgent medical care
	EH&S awareness is critical, build it into the culture 

Yury: needs for low background assays
Kim: community came together to try to plan something global, didn’t result in anything
But the community did step into the breach and ensure facilities exist at the UG labs
Great opportunity to push more coordination on this front
Rn emanation is something of a black art, need a dedicated facility — one at RAL, with cryo capability
Some at universities in the US, for local use
Service facility vs experiment dev

How does excavation cost scale
Ability to expand and add extra facilities















